
 

DAMANEK “MAKING SHORE” 

 

ENGLISH TRANSLATION 

So suddenly I find myself in the Mahalangur range of the Himalayas climbing to a theme song that 

sounds like a triumphant 80's TV score, longing to cast my shadow over north-east Nepal. The 

cinematic opening “A Mountain of Sky” is only the beginning of a universal acoustic wander. But how 

I got involved in this musical geographical adventure turns out to be true unexpected happiness and 

only someone like its creators could call their work “Making Shore”, and be completely apt. 

Damanek is essentially a stable trio consisting of multi-instrumentalist, vocalist and composer Guy 

Manning, keyboardist Sean Timms, and saxophonist/keyboardist Marek Arnold. Their short history 

dates back to 2017, and we're on their third album now. With a concise approach to this new 

synthetic offering of theirs, we are dealing with an even more demanding, exemplary, rich and 

functional management of all the characteristics that the scheme has carried since its inception. 

Damanek's progressive rock is actually a balanced mobilization of a multitude of sounds and moods 

both from the familiar facts of the genre, as well as from easy jazz, funk, folk, pop, neoclassical and 

world music. The songs are flooded with sounds and instruments in a proverbial harmony, the 

interjections of piano, keyboards and brass add a panoramic reconstruction of the themes, while at 

the same time there is a kind and healing aura in them. 

The trio, as is customary, has recruited a respectable number of invited musicians, enriching with 

their flawless performance, each, the sound garden of the compositions. I have to make special 

reference to the stunning drummer Brody Thomas Green, as well as Julie King and Amanda Timms, 



who along with Kevin Currie do an unlikely job in the second vocals, taking off the overall feeling in 

many moments. All music subscriptions are in line with the overall shot of the heads and the musical 

feel has a total of an air of humanism and renewal. Even in the first black cloud of the album, the 

poetic bitter "Noon Day Candles", with the fragmentary bliss and progress of human culture that has 

not yet been able to secure a plate of all the children of the world, unfolds with a complaining, polite 

lyricism.  

Their metaphorical, narrative disposition turns us into travelers of this world, from Tibet to America, 

and from Australia's large coral reef in the Mediterranean. In the first part of the album with 

autonomous songs and different themes, the lyrical sensitivity of the creators combined with the 

beauty and balanced coexistence of the sounds gives small triumphs such as the tempting rhythmic, 

ecological "back2back" on climate change. This somewhat disgusting combination highlights in 

moments of interesting results, as I never imagined that I was given the opportunity to peek at the 

confession of a farmer with such music as in "Americana". Of the two "Sea Songs", "In Deep Blue 

Sea" unfolds a very personal subject of manning when his son managed to transcend his problems 

and make the personal diving bet on the deep sea. 

In the second part of "Making Shore" we have the "Oculus" epic that unfolds in five parts and 

duration of 30 minutes. It is the fantastic, parabolic story of a man who discovers an alternative 

reality through his mirror. In this way he travels and tests different lives until at some point on his 

last trip, the mirror is covered and cannot return. It is transferred to the time when he was young, 

and that gives him strength and new assessment of life. When he finally manages to return to the 

real world, he is finally happy. 

The performance of the story opens with the intense and cinematic "Overture", which gradually 

raises anxiety. In all turns of the narrative, music remains adequate and descriptive, and my personal 

obsession is such a lifting hymn "Act II the Corridor", with its unique rhythmic attractive flow. 



It seems that the time has come for Damanek's reputation to be a larger number of listeners. With a 

detailed, bright and thought project, with a multitude of reductions that can start with Jethro Tull, 

due to his vocals in several moments, and end up at Alan Parsons Project, or even Meat Loaf and 

Christopher Cross, but at the same time and with a personal stigma, the three partners shaken their 

space. 

With the album dedicated to the recently deceased Paul Hanlon, who has helped the figure 

financially and has been a friend and familiar form in space, the return and a sense of gratitude is the 

most appropriate wrapper for this special musical gift. 
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